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Abstract. Mobile computing is a newly emerging computing paradigm. Whether using the term mobile database 
system or some other form, the database concept is essential to the mobile computing environment. This work employs a 
more thorough yet general means of defining the mobile database system, along with several application scenarios. Pos-
sible secure access schemes are also presented for databases in a mobile computing environment. The tradeoffs of these 
schemes are also analyzed. Moreover, the feasibility of applying some possible secure access methods is explored, along 
with the potential difficulties and unresolved issues. Finally, concluding remarks and recommendations for future works 
are made. 
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1 INTRODUCTION
     

A mobile computing environment, consisting of mo-
bile communications and distributed computing, heavily 
influences conventional information systems or database 
systems. In mobile database systems, mobile hosts have 
severe resource constraints in terms of limited battery life 
and limited non-volatile storage size. Both site failure and 
frequent voluntary shut downs of the mobile host produce 
more problems for mobile database systems. Under the 
circumstances of power constraints and frequent mobile 
host disconnection, the burden of computation and com-
munication load cannot be distributed equally among 
static hosts and mobile hosts. 
 

The mobile database concept has been proposed in the 
literatures. We describe briefly the literature as follows. 
Imielinski and Badrinath offered some database concepts 
regarding information services in a mobile computing en-
vironment [21]. The main concept was that mobile users 
would be database producers as well as consumers. Such a 
database may be stored both in mobile as well as at static 
hosts and updated and queried over wireless connections. 
Dunham and Helal presented a classification, including 
mobile database management systems; for distributed da-
tabase management systems based on autonomy, distribu-
tion, and heterogeneity system characteristics [8]. Elma-
garmid, et al., proposed architecture alternatives for in-

                                                           
 

formation services in wireless client/server computing 
[10]. These researches about data replication [11,14] 
aimed to optimize the communication cost between a mo-
bile computer and a stationary computer that stored the 
online database. Pitoura and Bhargava provided a frame-
work for agent-based access to heterogeneous mobile da-
tabases, explored the implications of such a model, and 
identified the aspects in which it differs from traditional 
database models [26,27]. 
 

Many researchers have proposed various protocols or 
strategies to deal with query and transaction processing 
issues [1,11,14,20,22,30,32]. However, security and pri-
vacy related issues involving access to mobile databases 
have largely been neglected. As security and privacy re-
main sensitive issues in mobile computing, many wireless 
communication systems have developed their own secu-
rity schemes. Moreover, many investigators have exam-
ined the authentication of mobile users, the data confiden-
tiality of communications and location privacy of the users 
[4,15,16,19,23,31]. However, those studies have not ad-
dressed a critical security aspect of the mobile computing 
environment: secure access schemes and control methods 
for mobile database systems. 
 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. More 
detailed descriptions of the characteristics of a mobile da-
tabase system are given, along with several application 
scenarios. Possible secure access schemes are presented 
for databases in a mobile computing environment. The 
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tradeoffs between these schemes are also analyzed. More-
over, the feasibility of applying some possible secure ac-
cess methods is explored, along with the potential difficul-
ties and unresolved issues. Finally, concluding remarks 
and recommendations for future works are made. 
 
2.  MOBILE DATABASE SYSTEMS 
 
2.1 MOBILE DATABASE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE  
 

Figure 1 depicts the architecture of a mobile database 
system. The architecture consists of mobile and stationary 
components. The stationary component is the Fixed Hosts 
(FH), which are connected together via a fixed high-speed 
network. Some of the FHs, Mobile Support Stations 
(MSS), are augmented with a wireless interface to com-
municate with Mobile Hosts (MH) located within a radio 
coverage cell. The mobile component is the Mobile Units 
(MU), or MHs, which are connected to the fixed network 
and communicates with the FHs or other MUs via a wire-
less channel. Each FH or MH can have a database system 
which can locally or globally provide services not only to 
mobile users but also to the fixed users who are located on 
the fixed network. MSS play a critical role in transmitting 
the queries and transactions from mobile users to other 
fixed or mobile hosts. A mobile user may be the “home” 
user who initially registers in this MSS. Herein, we denote 
this MSS as H-MSS. A user may be a “visiting” user who 
is currently visiting in the coverage of this MSS. We de-
note this MSS as V-MSS. Therefore, the MSS functions in 
the role of either a “delegate” of the mobile users when 
the MSS processes some operations for the users or a “co-
ordinator” of transactions for other hosts. 
 

 
Figure 1.  Mobile Database System Architecture 

 
2.2 CHARACTERISTICS OF M OBILE DATABASE SYSTEMS 
 
A mobile database system has the following features: 
- A database can be stationary or mobile. Both mobile and 

fixed users can access the database, regardless of loca-
tion. 

- The queries and transactions provided by mobile users 
could be processed during users’ movement [10]. The 
query processing and transaction management is trans-
parent to the mobile users. 

- Disconnectivity or failure of a mobile host complicates 
the access when the mobile host provides a data service 
for a specific application. Therefore, disconnectivity 
management and data consistency are of primary con-
cern in accessing mobile database systems. 

- The queries and data transmissions via wireless channels 
between users and database systems should be mini-
mized due to the bandwidth limitations of wireless 
channels and power constraints of mobile hosts. 

- According to the types of information services provided 
by the database systems, mobile users can dynamically 
change access to different databases while moving to 
new service areas. 

- Heterogeneity is the consequence of an expected in-
crease in the scale of distributed systems with the intro-
duction of mobile hosts. Dunham and Helal [8] viewed 
a mobile computing database environment both as an 
extension and a dynamic type of distributed system 
where links between nodes in the network dynamically 
change. Thus, a mobile computing database environ-
ment can be appropriately viewed as a Mobile Hetero-
geneous Multidatabase System.   

     
   Based on the above characteristics, we deem mobile da-
tabase systems as classes of multidatabase systems in 
which constituent databases may reside on mobile hosts 
and/or stationary hosts in a mobile computing environ-
ment.  
 
2.3  APPLICATION SCENARIOS 

 
The potential applications of mobile database systems are 
described as follows: 
(1)  Exploration Operations and Sensor Value Reading 

Scenarios: 
Some exploration operations could use mobile hosts 
to accumulate data in rural areas, jungles or desert 
areas. The fact that the data volume for this type of 
accumulation is usually large would make it feasible 
to locally analyze raw data and then store the results 
in the mobile host. Thereafter, other related users, 
possibly in the headquarters of a company on fixed 
hosts or on other mobile hosts, can query the infor-
mation via the fixed network and wireless channels. 

 
(2)  Military Application Scenarios: 

Mobile communication plays a critical role in trans-
mitting data and voice in military applications. A 
typical example of using mobile database systems is 
the Aircraft Carrier and the fleet. An Aircraft Carrier 
has a local database system to provide services to lo-
cal users, to the users in the fleet, and even to users 
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in the headquarters on the land for some specific ap-
plications. The database of an Aircraft Carrier is 
mobile when it provides services to those mobile or 
fixed users. On the other hand, users on the ships of 
the fleet can access not only the databases on the 
mobile hosts of an Aircraft-Carrier, but also the da-
tabases on the fixed hosts on land through wireless 
links.  

 
3.  SECURE ACCESS SCHEMES 
 

Most security concerns focus on mobile communica-
tions [12,24]. Accessing mobile databases has received 
only limited attention. The primary issues involving con-
ventional database protection requirements include protec-
tion from improper access and inference, user authentica-
tion, database integrity, and protection of sensitive data 
[5]. Since the mobile databases may be on mobile and/or 
stationary computers, the mobility and disconnectivity 
complicate the protection mechanisms for accessing data-
bases. Many access control methods are available in the 
existing distributed database systems [3]. However, those 
methods do not completely cover the special concerns in-
volving the bandwidth and energy management of mobile 
hosts. 
 
3.1 THE MODEL  
 

 
Figure 2. Access Model 

 
Figure 2 depicts the access model for mobile data-

base systems. H-MSS and V-MSS denote the home and 
visiting domain Mobile Support Stations, respectively. H-
MSS is not only responsible for the communications for a 
mobile user (denoted as M) but also provides M authenti-
cation information to another MSSs when M moves into 
new cells. When M moves to a new cell, the V-MSS take 
charge of the communications for M. The mobile host, M, 
maintains a database system that can be accessed by all 

kinds of users. The mobile hosts may have the following 
states: 
(1)  Active mode - Registers in a MSS and remains ac-

tive. 
(2)  Sleep mode - Registers in a MSS and temporarily 

remains in a sleep mode for sake of power saving. 
(3)  Inactive mode - Turns power off, or disconnects with 

its current MSS, without de-registering or leaves the 
coverage of an MSS.  

 
Figure 3 depicts the states and transitions of mobile 

host. When a mobile host registers in a MSS and commu-
nicates with this MSS, the mobile host is in an active 
mode. In the active mode, the mobile host can request ser-
vices from the networks or provide on-line data access to 
the users. If the mobile host is disconnected, which is due 
to failure or voluntary shut downs, the current state (active) 
of the mobile host will be transited into inactive. If the us-
ers no longer access the mobile host for a while, the cur-
rent state (active) of the mobile host will be transited into 
sleep for the sake of saving power. When a mobile host 
registers in a MSS and temporarily stops providing ser-
vice for the sake of saving power, the mobile host is in the 
sleep mode. In the sleep mode, the mobile host temporar-
ily remains in the energy-saving status and does nothing 
active. If a mobile user wants to access the mobile host, 
the MSS sends a message to trigger the mobile host into 
the active mode. If the mobile host is disconnected, which 
is due to failure or voluntary shut downs, the current state 
(sleep) of the mobile host will be transited into inactive. 
When the mobile host turns the power off, or disconnects 
with its current MSS, without de-registering or leaves the 
coverage of a MSS, the mobile host is in an inactive mode. 
From the inactive mode to the active mode, the mobile 
host must re-register with a MSS again. 
 

 
Figure 3. Mobile host' states and transitions. 

 
We denote four access types of users in our model 

for next two subsections. 
Access Type A: Fixed users (f) access fixed databases (F); 
Access Type B: Fixed users (f) access mobile databases 
(M);  
Access Type C: Mobile users (m) access fixed databases 
(F);  
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Access Type D: Mobile users (m) access mobile databases 
(M). 
 

We propose two secure access schemes: Direct Ac-
cess and Indirect Access, in the next two subsections. 
 
3.2  DIRECT ACCESS SCHEME  

 
In the Direct Access (DA) scheme, the hosts auto-

nomously maintain a primary copy of the data. The main 
functions of MSSs herein are to manage the locations of 
mobile hosts, as well as transmit the queries and results 
for users and database systems. When the user sends a 
query, the authority check is eventually processed by the 
accessed database system regardless of the access type. 
The DA operations for different access types are de-
scribed as follows: 

 
Type A - The access is the same as that for distributed da-

tabase systems. The Local Database Manage-
ment System (DBMS) knows the address of 
the target machine of the accessed database 
and directly requests data. The target DBMS 
manages user access. 

Type B- The local DBMS must initially identify which 
MSS is the nearest to the mobile host, pass the 
queries to this MSS, then waits for a response 
from the MSS. The MSS transmits the queries 
and receives the response to/from the mobile 
host. All database access is manipulated by the 
mobile database system. 

Type C- The local MSS of the mobile user knows the ad-
dress of the target machine of the accessed da-
tabase in the network. It manages the queries 
and transactions for the mobile users. This ac-
cess resembles distributed database systems. 

Type D- Three connections are available for passing the 
queries: mobile user host to its MSS, local 
MSS to remote MSS, and remote MSS to a 
remote mobile host. The local MSS must find 
the remote MSS and then transmit the queries 
to it, whereas the remote MSS must connect to 
the mobile host.  

    
For types B & D, when the remote MSS receives the 

queries and the target machine is in the active mode, the 
connections between users and the remote mobile host are 
established. The user can then directly have on-line access 
to the database. If the target machine is in the sleep mode, 
the MSS triggers the mobile host first. The connection and 
direct access can then be set. If the target machine is in the 
inactive mode, connection failures could occur.  
 

3.3  INDIRECT ACCESS SCHEME  

.  
 For bandwidth, energy management and disconnec-

tivity of mobile hosts, an Indirect Access (IA) scheme, or 
Database Replication Scheme, can be considered for ap-
plication to access types B and D. In this scheme, a whole 
portion or fragments of the mobile database are duplicated 
to the MSS in the registration phase. The MSS acts, there-
after, on behalf of the mobile database to provide, not to 
manage, the data to mobile users regardless if the mobile 
database is in the active, sleep, or inactive mode. Theo-
retically, the accessed database is still responsible for user 
access; however, the check operations can be executed in 
the MSS. 
 

When a user sends the queries to network, the net-
work must initially locate the V-MSS, which the mobile 
database is currently located under its coverage. Since V-
MSS has the replicas of the mobile database, on-line 
transactions can be immediately processed on the network, 
not necessarily on the mobile hosts. Under this circum-
stance, access type B and D can be treated as type A and 
type C, respectively. 
 

A mobile database system moving to a new cell 
must register in a new V-MSS. A mobile host belongs to, 
at most, one cell and this can be achieved by an appropri-
ate handover mechanism. The old data copy in an old 
MSS can be either maintained on a disk (marked as obso-
lete) or completely deleted. Due to the characteristics of 
locality of a mobile host, maintaining obsolete data may 
offer some advantages while the mobile host could possi-
bly move back. A critical issue about IA is data consis-
tency between MSS and mobile database. Since different 
types of queries can access mobile database, read the data 
or write the data. Periodical data consistency operations 
are thus necessary. 
 
For IA, detailed operations for different mobile host states 
are described as follows: 
(1)  Mobile host is active: 

User queries are sent to the remote MSS and query 
processing is executed in the MSS. The MSS pro-
vides the data on behalf of the mobile database. Data 
consistency is maintained between the MSS and mo-
bile database. If the mobile host is moving to a new 
cell during transaction processing, the location 
handover can be processed using appropriate mecha-
nisms. However, the data replications, which reside 
in the current MSS for the mobile database, require 
some deliberative designs to cope with the mobile 
database. In particular, MSS replica handover timing 
is essential in managing mobile database movements. 

(2)  Mobile host is in the sleep mode:  
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When users send queries to a remote MSS, the MSS 
processes the queries. The MSS triggers the mobile 
host to be active if the mobile host is in the sleep 
mode. Periodic data consistency operations can then 
be executed. 

(3)  Mobile host is in the inactive mode: 
The remote MSS processes the queries sent by users. 
The MSS logs the transaction content, i.e. read or 
write. If the mobile host is disconnected during the 
transaction processing, the transaction for updating 
data is marked as incomplete until a commitment is 
issued by a mobile database system. In this case, re-
ad only queries are lesser problems than read/write 
queries. The data consistency operation should be 
executed when the mobile host reconnects to the 
MSS. Dirty records are then written to the mobile 
database. However, it is possible that a transaction 
cannot be completed due to a data conflict. Then, the 
incomplete transaction becomes aborted. Therefore, 
a conflict resolution mechanism for IA must be de-
signed as well.  

 
3.4  COMPARISONS OF DA WITH IA 
    

DA offers advantages in that the access mechanism 
is controlled by the accessed database system and encryp-
tion overhead for its data can be averted. The MSS only 
passes the data, but does not own the data nor have 
knowledge of the data. The problems, however, include (a) 
a large bandwidth is necessary for the transactions be-
tween the MSS and mobile databases, (b) the power con-
sumption of mobile database hosts is increased, and (c) 
the accessibility of the mobile database is decreased. 
Therefore, this scheme is inappropriate for access types B 
and D, but more suitable for mobile users requesting ser-
vices from fixed hosts, i.e., access types A and C.  
 

IA offers advantages that remedy the DA weak-
nesses. However, the limitations of this scheme are that (a) 
overhead is necessary to periodically maintain data 
consistency between the replicas and local databases and 
(b) some secure mechanisms are required to protect the 
data stored in the V-MSS. While a mobile host moves to a 
neighboring area, the V-MSS stores the entirety or frag-
ments of the replicas of its database. The major concern 
here is that without authorization, the V-MSS must not be 
able to read, write or modify the databases. The V-MSS 
only provides storage for the data and processes transac-
tions for the queries, but does not have any knowledge 
about the data. 
 
4.SECURE ACCESS SCHEME I MPLEMENTATION 
CONSIDERATIONS  
   

Despite the access mechanism characteristics in gen-
eral distributed database systems, from an information se-
curity perspective, mobile database systems should have 
the following additional requirements. 
(1) Without authorization, the MSS, which transmits the 

data or even maintains the replicas of other host data-
bases, must not read, write or modify the data. Re-
gardless if the MSS is the delegate of the users or the 
coordinator of the hosts, the MSS can not have 
knowledge of the data if the MSS does not have au-
thorization. 

(2) The accessibility to the mobile databases should be 
maintained at the maximum level. As is generally 
known, high availability is a prerequisite in informa-
tion services. The disconnectivity management can 
reduce or interrupt users’ on-line access to the mobile 
database. 

(3)  The communication cost or energy consumption 
should be minimum, or at least reasonable, for the 
mobile hosts. Bandwidth limitations and power con-
straints are the critical concerns in designing a mo-
bile computing system. Also, reducing transmissions 
or maintaining reasonable transmissions via wireless 
channels is always a primary object. 

 
To implement secure access schemes for IA, two 

promising methods are introduced, based on the above 
requirements: the Database Encryption method, and the 
Database Compression method.     
 
4.1  DATABASE ENCRYPTION M ETHOD  
    

From the perspective of DBMS security, controlling 
the disclosure of confidential data in a distributed data-
base system is extremely difficult. Also, verifying the au-
thentic origin of a data item is also difficult if raw data 
exists in a readable form inside the database. The general 
solution is to use encryption to enforce database security. 
Database security based on encryption includes database 
encryption systems with a single key [13] and subkeys 
[7,17,18]. The first method requires a trusted centralized 
access scheme from which to control all access to the da-
tabases. All encryption and decryption are executed by the 
trusted access scheme with a privacy key. In the second 
method, however, the users execute decryption with their 
own deciphering subkeys. 
 

For encryption/decryption databases with subkeys, 
enciphering subkeys (or named public key) is used to en-
cryption tuples of all records [17,18]. And deciphering 
subkeys (named privacy key) is used to decrypt and to ob-
tain the confidential information from the mobile data-
bases. In this scenario, mobile users must initially achieve 
the authorized subkeys from mobile databases, then they 
can query the database with their own subkeys. Mean-
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while, the MSS only maintains the encrypted replicas of a 
mobile database. The MSS, without the legal subkeys au-
thorized by the database system, cannot access the data. 
This measure ensures that the MSS only plays an agent 
role in providing data and can not eavesdrop on the data.  
 

To fulfill the requirements of a mobile database en-
vironment, this method offers the following advantages. (1) 
No mobile user can directly read, write, destroy, or mod-
ify data if he does not have the legal subkeys. (2) The se-
curity mechanism does not significantly degrade the per-
formance of the basic database operations [7]. (3) The 
MSS plays an agent role in which the confidentiality of 
the database is ensured. (4) All users can always access 
the MSS. The accessibility of the database system is not 
reduced whether the mobile database system is in the ac-
tive or disconnected mode. (5) The encrypted data replica 
is reduced in size. The replica transmissions and data con-
sistency control do not increase between the MSS and the 
mobile database system. 
 
4.2  DATABASE COMPRESSION M ETHOD  
    

Several compression techniques have been proposed 
for compressing statistical databases [6,9,25]. These tech-
niques include run-length encoding, order-preserving 
compression index encoding methods, Huffman’s encod-
ing method and its variations, and tuple differential coding. 
Data compression techniques can have a positive cost ef-
fect on the storage and transfer of data. Based on Bas-
siouni’s and Severance’s descriptions [2,29], we summa-
rize some benefits of database compression, particularly 
for a mobile computing environment. 
(1)  Reducing storage requirements in both the mobile 

host and mobile support station. 
The most obvious advantage of database compression 
is reducing the storage spaces. The mobile host has 
the characteristics of smaller size and smaller capac-
ity. Reducing storage requirements is obviously an 
attractive issue in memory management. Since the 
MSS acts the transient point or the repository for 
much information in mobile computing, storage 
management is still an important issue. 

(2)  Increasing the data transfer rate: 
Since compressed data are encoded using a smaller 
number of bytes, transfer of compressed information 
from one place to another requires less time. Most 
important is the data compression application in re-
ducing the cost of data communications. This appli-
cation is becoming increasingly important due to the 
fact that great cost savings can be achieved by com-
pressing voluminous amounts of data before it is 
transmitted over wireless communication links with 
limited bandwidth. 

 

The IA access scenario using the database compres-
sion method is as follows: The mobile host initially com-
presses the database and transmits the compressed replica 
to the local MSS. When a user requests data, the MSS 
only partially decompresses the replica, according to 
user’s queries for specific tuples, fields or statistical re-
sults. The MSS then encrypts and sends the query results 
using the user's enciphering subkeys. This method can de-
crease the number of transmissions between the MSS and 
mobile database. The MSS during this process cannot 
read the compressed database. 
 

In order to accommodate the database compression 
techniques to secure access in mobile databases, database 
compression with a partial decompression technique 
should exhibit the following features [25]: 
(1)  Tuple access should not require massive compres-

sion and decompression. One would not use a com-
pression technique that decompresses and re-
compresses the entire database every time a tuple is 
accessed. Thus the scope of compression should be 
reduced. 

(2)  The system should provide localized access to com-
pressed tuples. One must be able to build access 
mechanisms in a compressed database.  

(3)  Compression and decompression should be fast 
enough so as not to offset its advantages, i.e., a data-
base compression technique should not be so com-
plex as to offset its space and bandwidth reduction 
advantages. 

(4)  The tuple structure of a relationship should be pre-
served. One would like to be able to access each tu-
ple individually. 

 
Bassiouni [2] and Roth & Van Horn [28] mentioned 

the fact that the literature on data compression is rich and 
growing, but little has been done to compare the different 
techniques or identify the best compression scheme for a 
given environment. A benefit of comparing methods is the 
possible integration of a number of appropriate compres-
sion techniques applied to subsets of the database, instead 
of just one technique, which works marginally on the en-
tire database. Another benefit may be the combination of 
two or more methods in a single algorithm. 
 
5.  FUTURE WORKS AND CONCLUSION  
     

This work employs a more thorough yet general 
means of defining a mobile database system. Mobile data-
base services have a large market potential for both com-
mercial and military applications. However, transaction 
management, query processing, and access control meth-
ods for mobile databases must be revisited and redesigned. 
Two database access schemes were also presented. Al-
though we have explored the possible secure access meth-
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ods for a mobile database system, some problems must be 
resolved before introducing the methods originated for a 
distributed system or a traditional database system. Future 
works should include both the timing and handover 
mechanisms among MSSs for mobile database systems 
and conflict resolution for data consistency in an IA 
scheme, modifying the encrypted database with the sub-
key method and designing algorithms for the compression 
and partial decompression methods. 
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